CRCICA is pleased to have negotiated a 4-night /5-day Nile Cruise Trip to the magnificent cities of Luxor and Aswan as well as one-day sightseeing trips in Cairo and Alexandria. Air or land transportation can be arranged either individually or through the Sunrise Travel Agency.

Please address all booking and queries directly and solely to The Sunrise Travel Agency hany@sunrisetours-eg.com / Tel:+201009992855 without the involvement of CRCICA in any logistical or financial arrangements.

This offer is exclusive for CRCICA participants. Only booking requests supported by a confirmation of participation letter from CRCICA will be taken into account.

Kindly note that reservation deadline is December the 1st, 2017. Any requests after this date will be subject to availability.

CRCICA wishes all travelers a magnificent vacation!
First Offer (Luxor & Aswan):

- 4-night / 5-day Nile cruise from 14/12 till 18/12/2017
  5* Deluxe Cruise MS LA TERRACE 5* deluxe - Or Any other Similar Full Board) including the following:
  - All sightseeing with the Nile cruise (Aswan –Edfo –Komobo - Luxor).
  - All Entrance fees + transportation in private air condition coach.
  - All meet and assist at stations
  - Professional English or Arabic Guide.
  - Cost will be = $380 per person (foreign Nationalities) include all mentioned before
  - = 3300 L.E per person For Egyptians.
  - (Minimum 4 persons to apply for the Tour)
  - Above rates do not include Transportations From Cairo to the Nile Cruise

Optional Tours Luxor & Aswan:-
1- Sound & light Show at Karnak temple= 25 $foreign & 150 L.E Egyptian
2- Nubian Village at Aswan = 20 $foreign & 100 L.E Egyptian
3- Abusimble Temple From Aswan = 60 $ foreign & 300 L.E Egyptian.

Above Rates include:
- Round Trip transfers From Cruise to The site. All entrance Fees for the site.
- Guidance through the Tour.

Very Important Notes:
- This offer is exclusive for CRCICA participants. Only booking requests supported by a confirmation of participation letter from CRCICA will be taken into account
- All as shown Above is only an offer and no booking has been made yet, all availability as shown above is subject to change until the actual booking and issuance of tickets.
- All rates as shown above are applied only on cash payments.
- All Rates above include all taxes. No hidden cost will be applied.
- Kindly note that our Deadline for Booking for all mentioned sightseeing is on : 01/12/2017 Any requests after this date will be according to availability.
4 Nights Nile Cruise Itinerary

Day 1: Luxor – Nile Cruise
Arrival at Luxor meets assisting transfer for embarkation aboard your Nile cruise ship welcome meeting lunch aboard this afternoon visit Karnak & Luxor Temples, the temples of Karnak one of the most overwhelming monuments of the Pharaonic with Hypostyle Hall of 134 columns, line of Aram-headed Sphinxes and sacred Lake, visit Luxor Temple was built for the worship of Amun-Re, Mut, and Khonsu, in the temple were constructed by two kings, Amenhotep the Third and Ramesses the Second. Back to your boat, a buffet dinner will be served overnight on board Luxor.

Day 2: Nile Cruise
An early morning start crossing over to the West Bank of the Nile to visit The Valley of the Kings The most famous attraction, Your Egyptologist will be on hand to recommend and advise you as to which tomb to visit. Later, visit the impressive mortuary temple of Queen Hatshepsut, Temple and the Colossi of Memnon back at the boat, a buffet lunch will be served and the boat will sail for Esna. The afternoon can spent relaxing on the sundeck while watching the varied local life on the river and its banks. Afternoon tea will be served on the sun deck. During the evening the boat will pass through the lock at Esna dinner overnight on board.

Day 3: Nile Cruise
Breakfast Sail to Edfu Visit to the temple of Edfu, which is dedicated to the God Horus, the falcon-headed God. Back on board the boat lunch will be served as the boat sails to to Kom Ombo. This wonderful journey gives you chance to take a swim in the swimming pool, enjoy the view, and visit the Kom Ombo the temple dedicated to the crocodile God Sobek, back on board the boat In the evening there will be a Galabeya party, where everyone dresses up in traditional Egyptian costumes for dinner and the party games. Late that night the boats will sail to Aswan.

Day 4: Aswan Nile Cruise
This Morning visit visit the Temple of Philae (the ancient temple dedicated to Isis the goddess of magic and beauty) unfinished Obelisk the High Dam (which keeps Egypt safe from the annual flood) we end our tour by visiting the unfinished obelisk back to your boat lunch free afternoon overnight on board.

Day 5: Aswan
After your breakfast Disembarkation then sail by felucca around Kitchener’s Island and its Botanical Gardens then transfer to your port (Optional day trip to Abu Simbel Temples).

Sunrise Tours Egypt
Address: 7th Mokately Ramadan Beside Al-Ahly , Nasr City  Tel: (00202) 24717500 Fax: (00202) 24723667
Email : info@sunrisetours-eg.com Website: www.sunrisetours-eg.com  IATA No.: 90211892
Second offer (Cairo sightseeing):

• 1 full day Cairo Tour (The Pyramids - Sphinx - The Egyptian Museum - Citadel - Old Cairo (Mosques & Old Churches) - Khan Bazaars).
• All Entrance fees + transportation in private air condition coach. Professional English Guide.
• Lunch meal during Tour in Cairo will be served in our Touristic Restaurants.
• Cost will be = 50$ per person (foreign Nationalities) include all mentioned before = 300 L.E per person For Egyptians.

Above Rates include =
Round Trip transfers From Cruise to The site. All entrance Fees for the site. Guidance through the Tour.

Very Important Notes:
• This offer is exclusive for CRCICA participants. Only booking requests supported by a confirmation of participation letter from CRCICA will be taken into account.
• All as shown Above is only an offer and no booking has been made yet, all availability as shown above is subject to change until the actual booking and issuance of tickets.
• All rates as shown above are applied only on cash payments.
• Kindly note that our Deadline for Booking for all mentioned sightseeing is on: 01/12/2017. Any requests after this date will be according to availability.
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Third Offer (Alexandria Sightseeing):

- One over day Tour to visit Alexandria city including visit famous Library- Montazah Park- Greek and Komon Theatre- Sea food lunch- end tours by visiting Qaitbay Fortress- travel back to Cairo
- All Entrance fees+ transportation in private air condition couch.
- Professional English or Arabic Guide.
- lunch sea food meal during Tour in Alexandria will be served.
- cost will be = 70 $ per person (foreign Nationalities ) include all mentioned Before
  = 400 L.E per person For Egyptians.

Above Rates include =
Round Trip transfers From Cruise to The site. All entrance Fees for the site.
Guidance through the Tour.

Very Important Notes :
- This offer is exclusive for CRCICA participants. Only booking requests supported by a confirmation of participation letter from CRCICA will be taken into account
- All as shown Above is only an offer and no booking has been made yet, all availability as shown above is subject to change until the actual booking and issuance of tickets.
- All rates as shown above are applied only on cash payments.
- All Rates above include all taxes. No hidden cost will be applied.
- Kindly note that our Deadline for Booking for all mentioned sightseeing is on : 01/12/2017 Any requests after this date will be according to availability.
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